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jumping in the bandwagon here...feel free to rip me guts out, yeah?

anyway, i agree with most folks here bout commenting, especially the bit bout MEANINGFUL
comments. this annoys the shit outta, as it happens a lot elsewhere(deviantart)

basically, someone sees a picture, clicks the comment button, writes either two to three words(great!
awesome! wonderful!) and proceeds to clikc the post button. imagine about a minute to post a
comment i ain't even gonna read cause its meaningless. now if that same bloke had took the time to
say something like (the lighting's off here, and the shadows are buggy, but overall....) then, even tho
its techincally a negative comment, i will be much more happier, as it means he took the time to
actually THINK about it. i'm sure someone else has or will say this, but i'll say it anyway. i would
rather have just ONE meaningful comments/critiques on my pics, then 5 saying exactly the same
thing(awesome! sigh, hate that word now)

feel free to rip into me now with pickaxes.

also, main reason i dont comment, is not because i don't like the pics, but rather because i'm never
sure exactly wut kind of comments people want. serious critiques or the simple backpatting...i never
know >_<

also, i will say this: i am not good at 3d art. i am middling at ART. there is a difference. most people
say i'm great at 3d art, and i sigh inwardly because people still see it as 3d instead of just art. one
day i will up to 'alright' at art, but that day ain't soon. i think the problem is that people still see 3d as
seperate from other styles of art, when it IS just another style. one that takes about as much skill and
technique as pencilling or painting. ah well, thats my two cents.
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